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CARREFOUR and MADIC group : a trusted partnership 

France's first integrated supermarket chain renews its service station maintenance contract. 

Exclusive supplier of payment terminals for CARREFOUR service stations, MADIC group consolidate its             

position as a trusted partner by continuing to be the preferred maintainer of most of its network. A pledge                   

of trust renewed in 2020, after that of 2019. 

With nearly 50 years of experience in construction, installation and maintenance in the downstream oil               

industry, MADIC group puts its know-how at the service of all energies. 

 

A long-lasting partnership based on trust continues today 

 between CARREFOUR France and  MADIC Group. 

 

About the service company MADIC 

MADIC is the ideal partner for your service station projects, public and private, renovations and upgrades.                

French leader in equipment and services, electronic payment and petroleum products, MADIC is the leading               

company of the MADIC family group. Present throughout France, our qualified employees are at your               

service to offer you adapted and innovative solutions and ensure rapid interventions on your sites. 

www.madic.com  

 

About MADIC group 

Founded in 1971 in Nantes, France, the MADIC family group innovates in Energy & Automotive               

Environment, Unattended Payment, Customer Track Datalisation and associated services. With 1 300            

employees at 32 sites (industrial and service) in Europe, Africa, USA and Americas, MADIC group designs                

and develops intelligent, reliable and secure solutions that enable its partners to improve their customer               

relations and promote their products under optimal conditions. The group's growth is based on a               

sustainable development strategy that respects people, business and the planet. 

http://www.groupe.madic.com/  

 

About CARREFOUR 

With a multi-format network of 12,300 stores in more than 30 countries, the Carrefour Group is one of the                   

world's leading food retailers. Carrefour welcomes 105 million customers worldwide and had a turnover of               

88.24 billion euros in 2017. It has more than 380,000 employees who contribute to making Carrefour the                 

world leader in food transition for all, offering quality food every day, accessible everywhere and at a                 

reasonable price. 

https://www.carrefour.fr/  
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